This page contains information about a Homecoming event at Michigan State College. The text discusses the preparations for the event,包括 the arrangements for Student Tickets, the Homecoming Ford, and the activities planned for the weekend. The text also mentions the involvement of different groups and individuals in organizing the event. The event is described as an opportunity for the student body to come together and celebrate the university's heritage and spirit.
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Membership in the Associated Press does not give you a right to republish the material in this paper in its entirety or for any other purpose except as noted in this paper. All rights of reproduction in any form, except as noted, are reserved.

Letters to the Editor

The Associated Press is not responsible for opinions expressed by its correspondents. It reserves the right to publish or delete any letter it chooses. The name and address of each writer who chooses to sign his letter will be noted on the letter, unless he chooses to remain anonymous.

To the Editor:

T o the Editor:

Wolfferi Pix

Following pictures will be taken at the Little Theater of the home economics building promptly as scheduled. Women will wear coats and dark suits with white convertable collars. Men will wear suits and ties.

TUESDAY, OCT. 30
5:15—Tower Guard
4 S—Kappa Delta Pi
6:00—Kappa Gamma
7:00—Epsilon Pi
8:00—Kappa Kappa Gama
10:00—Alhi Delta Theta
11:00—Vienna Club
5:30—AVU
8:00—Phi Epsilon Tau
9:00—Pi Upsilon
9:15—Sigma Chi
11:00—Kappa Chi
11:45—Ch. of Ohio
5:00—Male Pairs
6:00—Female Pairs
7:00—Kappa Delta Pi
8:00—Pi Epsilon
9:00—Kappa Chi
11:00—Delta Chi
12:00—Delta Xi

Affairs of State

By NAN TRABEE

DOTTIE LANSTON

LONG with headlines of floods, hurricanes, labor disputes, and foreign policy decisions, the weather is one of the most important factors that will have to be considered in the upcoming election. The weather during the first week of the campaign can have a significant impact on voter turnout, particularly in states with large numbers of swing voters.

The weather forecast for the upcoming election suggests that conditions will be generally favorable for voting. However, there is a chance of scattered thunderstorms in the eastern part of the country, which could lead to some polling places being temporarily closed. It is important for voters to check the weather forecast and plan their travel accordingly.

The weather forecast also indicates a warm and dry week in the western part of the country, which will be beneficial for outdoor activities such as sports events and political rallies.

In conclusion, the weather will play a significant role in the upcoming election. Voters should be prepared for any unexpected changes in weather and make plans to vote on time.
Two of the biggest reasoning topics in both in stature and ability, for the increased number of the Spartan football squad for this season, are the two standout tacklers of the Spartan line, Walt Vezmar and Kent Esbaugh. Each of these boys has been proving himself in his respective positions.

Vezmar is a 240-pounder, holder of MHSAA's Southeastern high school where he earned all-city and all-state honors before entering the army in 1942. This Spartan stands 6'11" in height and is surprisingly agile for his size. Evidence of this fact was that Walt led his team mates down the field under punts on a good many occasions.

Receives Purple Heart

Vezmar was a Ranger in the service and received the purple heart for injuries gotten on the Aranda beachhead. He also participated in the North African campaign and the drive across the Mediterranean.

Wall played center in high school and was originally slated to alternate at that spot for the Spartans, but since starting Tackle against Gulliver Grade, sideswiped with a leg injury, he was moved to tackle port. His recovery of a tackle past and the fact that he was able to open the gift to the Spartans last Saturday.

Kent E. Beekman of Grand Rapids South high school, is another powerfully built lad who has been his share of service as a tackle in games to date this year.

He tips the scales at 180 pounds (6'7") and also moves with surprising dexterity.

Faulkles Walt Vezmar, Kent Esbaugh

Add Strength to Spartan Squad

The first time in 14 years of football between Marquette and Iron Mountain, the game is slated for 1:30 this afternoon at the State Fair. Playing at home but with the wind from behind, the Marquette front line will have to do battle with the superb athletes of Iron Mountain.

tion took place a few weekends ago at the AG& house. As noted in last week's edition, they are sophomores, John Shields, Charles M. Miller, Oliver; Robert Keene, Burton; Don Miller, Monitor; N. Gale Miskine, Shantook; and Ben and Bill DeBoer.

Tideleys Collins, wrestling half of the team on campus, was the last weekend at honorary member of AG&.
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Assorted ADS

1. MANN'S yellow tail flies two and three in the mail, or in person, if desired. Price, $1.00 for personal packages. Price, $1.00 for personal packages.

2. FRESHMAN ORIENTATION

Women enrolled in freshman orientation will meet in small groups this week to discuss MEC traditions. Led by President, Birmingham senior, stated that all women may volunteer for one or two meetings.

3. JOHN GILL LUNCHEON

All Town Girls will meet this afternoon at 3:30 p.m. according to Martha Davis, Lunchman. Women planning to attend are to sign up at the Senator's lounge today or tomorrow.

4. MARATHON

Sue Averill, Birmingham resident and president of the Women's Association, announced yesterday that the event, scheduled for Saturday at 9 o'clock, will proceed as planned. The meeting will be held in organized groups.

5. ORCHESTRA

Organ officials have decided to abolish their regular scheduled dance practice this afternoon to allow the orchestra to rehearse for the next week.

6. Alumni Aid Collection of Invasion Money

The collection of paper overseas money by the Juniors of Glen D. Stewart, director of the student activities, has brought in over $2000 for the Michigan State college and as a result of letters to many former students now serving in the armed forces.

7. RECOGNITION

The forged paper of war work is now in use. The Spartan Press and the Spartan Union are assisting in the invasion money to the amount of over $2000, which has been delivered to East Lansing. Prof. Bruce Baden, Assistant Professor of Agriculture, and Capt. D. J. Dyess, Detroit; Lt. Col. Lowry, Pittsford; Major Lovel, East Lansing; and Capt. Richard Markatin, Grand Rapids, and J. T. Deady, have all been actively engaged in this endeavor.

CLASSIFIED ADS

CARS

MARLEY C. ZOWNIANZ OF 1048 BEAVER ROAD SELLING CAR FOR $6000

S. C. S. HEADQUARTERS

Marquette State University, Marquette, Mich.

WOMEN'S WORLD

By Hellen Goyer

Fuqua's Rundel's

50c E. MICH. AVE.

TOLL FREE

(313) 755-5555
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Concert Series Stars Paul Robeson
With the Voice that Just 'Grew Old'

By CARROLL RESCHER

Paul Robeson, Monday night's headliner, is one of the few singers who have a little formal vocal training. It "just grew old." Owing to this ability, his voice is heard throughout the world. He was taking part gradually in the Children's Hour over the radio.

Robeson is the son of a Prince¬ton professional coal in high marks since the founding of the institution. He was class orator plus a 4-4 lettered man, when All-Americans end on football team. He is also pronounced the "perfect type of college man."

In his junior year, he won Phi Beta Kappa and was graduated from Rutgers as class voci¬torian.

STORIES AT COLUMBIA

Robeson took his undergraduate work at Columbia and received a bachelor of law. His honorary degrees include doctor of hu¬mane letters from Darmouth, Hamilton, Morehouse colleges and Howard university.

SPORTS

(Continued from Page 3) the extra point was good and State took the lead. 7 to 6. State kicked off again to Mar¬quette and after reaching their own 40, Quinney passed to Pul¬itzer who took the ball on the 20 and crossed the goal untouched. This time Marquette's kick was good and Marquette led, 13 to 7.

Marquette Took Ball Again on the return kick off. Rush Reader returned the ball 61 yards to the Marquette 20, but the Spartan attack bogged down and Marquette took over from there.

After three Marqueters attempted to kick but Hendriks rushed straight through the block and the kick and End Timo Barbuto picked up the ball and crossed the goal for the second State touchdown within eight minutes. This time, Malacek's kick for the extra point was blocked and the score stood Marquette 13, State 19.

Weeds must be watched and counted - Polish proverb.

Veteran of 38 Months Service
Assumes Position in Union

By TOM NORTHWAY

Ray D. Lamphear, veteran of 38 months in the army, has returned to MICHIGAN and assumed the position of as¬sistant treasurer in charge of services at the Union Memorial building.

Previous to his leave of ab¬sent, Lamphear was managing the North Hall dormitory from 1933 until 1942. He graduated from Michigan with the class of '33, after majoring in hotel administration.

Serves As Major

As a major in the quartermas¬ter corps, Lamphear spent two years on Oahu Island in the Ha¬waiian group and 14 months as base quartermaster on Kwajalein in the Marshalls. Soon after the army invaded the is¬land, Lamphear and other staff officers took charge of distributing supplies on the island and southern sector of Kwajalein atoll.

Lamphear stated that he

met many military and civil¬ian personnel, many of whom lived over at Kwajalein and one as guests of the island com¬mander.

STAFF ADVERTISERS

These included Admiral, Mr. and Mrs. Halsey, and Rear Admiral Burnet, who was later a com¬mander in the Philippines, who staged the island invasion and a subsequent occupation by Lamphear.

In his new position, Lam¬phear will assist in the ad¬ministration of the Union Memorial building. He serves as an advisor.

Let every man be convinced that

this is a God-appointed opportu¬nity. With confidence the Lord

does his best. —Revelations

AT PENNEY'S

CLEARANCE!

Every fur coat we have left!

The LUXURY of Fur... at tremen¬dous savings.

When we can't offer you a complete stock of styles and furs... when size ranges are broken... it's TIME TO CLEAR!

For those who can find just the right coat, just the right style at an opportunity of a lifetime...

The only way to KNOW how wonderful the values are is to come and SEE THE COATS FOR YOURSELF.

And the best way to make sure that you're listed under the name here for your... is to leave everything and get here as fast as you can.

Listed are some of the offerings... We can't promise you they'll all be there when you check - so your first shoppers get first choice!

NO MAIL TELEPHONE ORDERS!

P. S. A wonderful Christmas idea, too!